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Abstract. With the increase of critical data exchanges in embedded
real-time systems, the computation of tight upper bounds on network
traversal times is becoming a crucial industrial need especially in safety
critical systems. To address this need, the French project PEGASE grouping academics and industrial partners from the aerospace field has been
undertaken to improve some key aspects of the Network Calculus and
its implementation.
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Introduction

Critical real-time embedded systems (cars, aircrafts, spacecrafts) are nowadays
made up of multiple computers communicating with each other. The real-time
constraints typically associated with local applicative tasks now extend to the
communication networks between sensors/actuators and computers, and between the computers themselves. Once a communication medium is shared, the
time between sending and receiving a message depends not only on the technological constraints, but mainly on the interactions between the different streams
of data sharing the media.
It is therefore necessary to have techniques to guarantee, in addition to local
scheduling constraints, the worst case traversal time of the network (WCTT)
and thus ensure a correct global real-time behaviour of the distributed applications/functions. If the temporal evaluation techniques used are too pessimistic,
it leads to an over-dimensioning of the network which involves extra cost, weight
and power consumption. In addition to being precise, these verification techniques must be scalable. For instance, in a modern aircraft, thousands of data
?
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streams share the network backbone and therefore the complexities of the algorithm should be at most polynomial.
In the French PEGASE project, we aim to improve the theory of Network
Calculus [1, 2], which has already been used to certify the AFDX network of the
A380, and its algorithmic implementation in order to meet the scalability and
tigthness requirements. To assess the gains achieved and the practicability of
the software tool in an industrial context, 3 case-studies have been undertaken
respectively on AFDX [3], SpaceWire [4] and a NoC.
Section 2 presents the industrial context of embedded real-time networks.
Section 3 provides a recap of the main techniques that can be used to compute
worst-case traversal times. The case-studies of the project are described in section 4. The last two sections of the paper gives an overview of the first results
of the project: some theoretical results in section 5, and the current version of
the tool in section 6.

2
2.1

Industrial Context
Wide-scale communicating systems

As described in the introduction, modern real-time critical embedded systems
are composed of dozens to hundreds of electronic equipments (including computers, smart sensors...), communicating through thousands of data flows. To
guarantee the correctness of the system’s functions, real-time behavior of each
application on each equipment must be ensured (with schedulability analysis),
but the temporal validity of the data consumed (their “freshness”) must also be
managed, that is to say, the delivery of the data must be guaranteed and the
delay introduced by the network must be bounded.
2.2

Shared resources: homogeneous vs heterogeneous flows

To reduce weight and integration costs, networks are shared resources. But this
sharing could have different degrees. In a first industrial step, networks are shared
by homogeneous flows: one network for control command flows (small data, small
bandwidth, need of low latency), and another for mission data flows (large images
in spacecraft without real time constraints but guarantee of delivery is needed).
In a second step, the network can be shared by heterogeneous flows (control
command and mission data). One can also distinguish critical and non critical
flows (control command versus entertainment in aircraft).
Mixing critical and non-critical, control/command and mission-specific streams
may lead to significant gains. It is the opportunity to have a single on-board
data network providing thus some significant savings. Besides, the margins can
be factorized, reducing de-facto the need of over-sizing the system to fulfill the
dependability requirements. Some other elements speak also in favor of this heterogeneous data mix, and all permits to save some time and money in general.
Nevertheless, the validation or certification of such network architecture requires

providing for each flow a bound on data delivery, and the proof of segregation
(i.e. no interaction) between the flows.
2.3

Mono-segment vs multi-hop (homogeneous or heterogeneous)

The last point is the evolution from mono-segment to multi-hop networks. If the
system is small enough, all the nodes can be connected to the same segment.
There are numerous network technologies suited for this type of architecture, for
example, MIL-STD-1553, CAN, TTP, FlexRay, etc, but each one has limits on
the global bandwidth and the number of equipments that can be connected5 .
Therefore, a complete system could be too large for a single segment. In this case,
a multi segments network must be built, interconnecting segments with gateways
or switches. In this context, an end-to-end communication can be multi-hops.
Moreover, multi-hop communications can be homogeneous (with the same
technologies at each segment, like the AFDX or SpaceWire technologies), or
heterogeneous: a sensor could be connected to a low-bandwidth segment, interconnected to a system backbone, where nodes reading the sensor values are
connected. The real-time communication is, in this case, multi-hop and heterogeneous.
2.4

Use of formal methods in the development process

If computing WCTT is an important issue in designing critical real-time systems,
this is not the only one from a global industrial point of view: three others (at
least) should be considered: design complexity, method stability and method
simplicity.
Verification of a platform is the second half of a problem: building a configuration is the first half. From an industrial point of view, a system too hard to
be (efficiently) configured can be rejected, even if there are methods to verify it.
For example, priority levels are a way to ensure performances and segregation,
but they are not an intrinsinc characteristic of an applicative data flow. It might
be difficult to map, in an efficient manner, thousands of data-flows onto dozens
or hundreds of priority levels.
There is also a trade-off between complexity of the verification and confidence: if a formal method or a model is too complex, it is prone to contain
errors, or its implementation tool might have bugs. From the industrial point of
view, the simplest method to guaranty/certify the WCTT will be the easiest to
adopt.

3

Related works

The need for formal models to compute end-to-end bounds on delays and buffer
consumptions is relatively new in embedded systems, due to a change in the technologies used. Until recently, the embedded bus technologies were quite simple,
5
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leading to constant or at least easy to bound delays (ARINC429, MIL-STD-1553,
CAN). But the introduction of new technologies (AFDX, SpaceWire), more efficient in some ways but also more complex, creates the need for new and/or
improved analysis methods. These models must be correct, i.e. the computed
bounds must be true bounds (possibly over-estimated). Moreover, they should
be as tight as possible, i.e. not too pessimistic (otherwise, this leads to an overdimensioning, extra weight and power consumption). Finally, they should be
efficient and scalable, to handle modern embedded architectures with hundreds
of computers and thousands of flows.
3.1

Main approaches to timing verification

The timing verification approaches can be classified into three main categories:
methods from real-time systems (often industrial ones), methods from computer
networks performances (like Internet, ATM...) and methods from timed systems
(model-checking mainly).
– Model-checking is correct, tight, but not scalable. There exist very-efficient
timed model-checkers [5], and even if they are not designed to compute delay, the delay can be found by trying to verify a property like “The message
arrives before date D”, and to compute the bound by a dichotomic search
on D. Such model-checkers have been extended to perform parametric verifications [6] which allows to compute D directly. But even if great advances
have been done in algorithms and tools efficiency, model-checking still suffers
from the combinatorial explosion of the state space, and cannot be used for
large systems.
– Real-time scheduling is a wide research area, with a long history and a lot of
diverse results. If most results in real-time scheduling have been used for local
scheduling, or distributed scheduling with the network delays as an input
of the problem, some studies have been done to handle communications [7],
(which associates some well known local methods with a fixed point iteration)
or to see one bus as a local scheduling problem [8]. More recently, approaches
known as “trajectorial” have been developed [9, 10]. Such approaches give
good results [10], but the complexity is relatively high: computing the release
time of a message created at time t requires solving a non-linear system,
and this computation must be repeated for each significant instant, whose
number depends on the least common multiple of the period of the flows.
– Network Calculus is a theory to get deterministic upper bounds in networks
that has been developed by R. Cruz [11, 12], and popularized with two books
[1, 2]. A nice overview of can be found in [13]. It is mathematically based on
the (min,+) dioid and from the modelling point of view, it is an algebra for
computing and propagating constraints given in terms of envelops. A flow
is represented by its cumulative function R(t) (that is, the amount of data
sent by the flow up to time t). A constraint on a flow is expressed by an
arrival curve α(t) that gives an upper bound for the amount of data that
can be sent during any interval of length t. Flows cross service elements that

offer guarantees on the service. A constraint on a service is a service curve
β(t) that is used to compute the amount of data that can be served during
an interval of length t. It is also possible to define in the same way minimal
arrival curves and maximum service curves. Then such constraints envelop
the processes and the services.
3.2

Why Network Calculus fits embedded systems

Among the other temporal verification techniques, Network Calculus fits well
critical embedded systems for several reasons. First of all, it relies on strong
mathematical foundations since network calculus is based on the (min,plus) algebra [14] with well-identified mathematical assumptions.
Most often, classical scheduling-based methods are based on the exhibition of
a “worst case scenario”, which must be translated into an analytical expression,
that in turn should be solved to obtain numerical results. This process mainly
relies on human reasoning, which could lead to errors, as it happened for the CAN
schedulability analysis, considered as solved in [15], and which was found to be
slightly flawed and corrected 13 years later in [8]. With its strong mathematical
background, Network Calculus is less sensitive to this kind of problem but it is
of course sensitive to mathematical aspects, like continuity, limits, etc.
Network Calculus also handles natively multi-hops networks, one of its famous result is the “pay burst only once”, which allows seeing multiple hops as
a single element. Since this is a generic method, it also handles heterogeneous
networks and allows to consider an end-to-end path with, for example, a CAN
and an AFDX segment.
A last property is of special interest: Network Calculus allows a lot of sound
over-approximations6. Such feature enables to reduce the computation time (at
the expense of the results accuracy), which could be useful for a coarse-grained
design or to evaluate large-scale systems. But, on top of it, it lets the user
opt for a simple model, or simple verification algorithms, if the more accurate
and complex ones are too hard to verify, qualify or certify (depending on the
industrial context).
Of course, these benefits are counterbalanced by the pessimistic approximations made by the theory.
3.3

Network Calculus : an overview of the state of the art

In its simplest form, Network Calculus enables to perform the following operations:
– compute the exact output cumulative function or, at least, bounding functions,
– compute output constraints for a flow (like an output arrival curve),
6
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– compute the remaining service curve, that is, the service that is not used by
the flows crossing a server,
– compose several servers in tandem,
– give upper bounds on the worst-case delay and backlog (bounds are tight for
a single server or a single flow).
– the operations used for this are an adaptation of filtering theory to (min,+):
(min,+) convolution and deconvolution, sub-additive closure.
These possibilities have been extended in several directions. First the notion
of service curve can be defined in several manners, depending on the chosen
model. To compute remaining service curves, one has to work with strict service
curve [16], but to study FIFO scheduling policy, the notion of service curve
is enough [17]. Real-Time calculus is mainly based on Network Calculus, but
also uses concepts of real-time scheduling theory [18]. For this approach, the
elementary operator transforms an arrival curve of a flow and a service curve of
a service elements into the output arrival curve and a remaining service curve,
and this operator has good compositional properties to study systems with fixed
priorities. Finally, there are some adaptations of Network Calculus to Stochastic
Network Calculus [2, 19]) in order to relax a bit the constraints, but worst-case
delay bounds cannot be computed with this theory.
Concerning the results achieved in the Network Calculus field, a lot of studies
are now focused on computing performances in networks and composing network
elements. Up to our knowledge, the networks that have been extensively studied
are: servers in tandem or sink trees [17, 20, 16]. Some other studies focus on
general networks with cyclic dependencies, and exhibit networks where, against
intuition, the load is very small in each server but can be unstable (that is,
the backlog is not bounded). To get such results, the authors construct ad-hoc
scenarios [21]. More compositional methods have been used very recently for
both Network Calculus and Real-Time Calculus, giving sufficient conditions to
get stability and worst-case delay upper bounds [22, 23].
The prominent software tool is Rockwell-Collins ConfGen Tool which is a proprietary tool that uses network calculus to compute traversal times on AFDX.
It has been for instance used to validate the delays in AFDX network for Airbus A380. The bounds on end-to-end delays provided by this tool were really
larger than what was observed on simulations and experimentations [24]. The
PEGASE proposal aims to develop an ambitious successor of this tool providing
several improvements and additional features: more realistic bounds, handling of
cyclic dependencies, new class of protocols (e.g., wormhole routing) and design
assistance. These features must be based on new theoretical investigations.
3.4

Objectives and novelty of the PEGASE project

The main idea of the family of Network Calculus techniques is to take into
account the traffic characteristics under the form of regulating functions and
to model network nodes (switches, filters, cables) as operators acting on those
functions.

Thus, Network Calculus operates at the flow level and not at the packet level
(unlike the trajectorial approach, for example) and never uses the state space
of the system (unlike model checking). These two features of Network Calculus
make it perfectly fit to analyse systems whose state spaces are very large or with
a combinatorial complexity making them hard to analyse with approaches based
on a fine description of their behaviour.
This project has two objectives, one is rather theoretical and aims at improving Network Calculus in terms of control of bounding errors and assertion of its
descriptive power. The other is to demonstrate its usefulness for the design of
communicating embedded systems, especially for the aeronautic and the space
industry.
Industrial objectives: simplify and tighten. This project focuses on the
communication networks of embedded real-time systems, where the worst end-toend delay must be characterised and taken into account. The industrial objectives
are:
– tighten the computed worst end-to-end delay to reduce over-provisioning
which leads to extra weight and power consumption,
– simplify the design of such networks (dimensioning, routing) to reduce conception costs,
– provide some analysis tools to facilitate the validation of critical real time
embedded data networks transporting different classes of traffic (guaranteed
delivery in time, assured delivery, best effort. . . ).
Scientific objectives: pushing the limits of Network Calculus. To achieve
these industrial goals, we propose to work on three scientific axes:
1. Eliminate some current over-approximations to tighten the bounds: some
preliminary works have shown that the difference between the computed
bounds and the real worst case comes from the poor modelling of some characteristics of embedded network elements. For example, the non-preemptive
aspects are handled in a pessimistic way. Furthermore, the global analysis is
often done by the recursive use of local results, and it has been shown in [16]
that it could produce very pessimistic results. New global methods should
be developed.
2. Extend the class of systems that can be modelled and analysed: up to now,
some systems can not or incompletely be handled with Network Calculus
(cyclic dependencies between flows, wormhole routing). So far, such configurations must be avoided if one wants to apply Network Calculus formulas.
We aim at removing these restrictions.
3. Provide help in the design (dimensioning, routing): in the current network
design process, the worst end-to-end delay is taken into account a posteriori (once the system is designed, worst-case bounds can be computed to
validate the design). On the opposite, in classical scheduling theory, there

exist heuristics to help the design (priorities, placement). We would like to
develop similar methods in the Network Calculus framework to help with
dimensioning and routing in embedded networks.
There are of course scientific hard points, the main challenges addressed by
PEGASE can be grouped into three main points:
1. Semantics relations: Network Calculus have been extended in various directions for various purposes, but the differences between model hypotheses
are not always clear. In particular, they all use notions of arrival curve and
service curve, sometimes without precise definitions of the assumptions or
without discussions about the conditions of application. What real system
behaviour can be modelled by each definition? Some preliminary results can
be found in Section 5.
2. Modelling granularity: one main asset of Network Calculus is the liberty in
the modelling granularity. A complex behaviour can always be approximated
by a lower (resp. upper) service curve (resp. arrival) curve. Such approximation is conservative, i.e. the results obtained with the coarse model are still
valid but often not very tight. But, in general, the precise modelling is too
computation consuming. Then, a trade-off between computation cost and
tight modelling must be find.
3. Are shared memory flow control protocols (min,plus) systems?: All Network
Calculus flavours are based on some (min,plus) theory. But it is not clear
whether flow control protocols with shared memory (like wormhole routing
used in SpaceWire or some NoC) are such kind of systems.

4

Case-studies : AFDX, SpaceWire and NoC

To assess the extent to which network calculus can be an effective tool in various industrial contexts, three real applications based on distinct communication
protocols are used as case-studies during the project.
4.1

AFDX

The AFDX technology (ARINC 664 standard, part 7, [3]) is an embedded network based on the Ethernet technology, in order to take benefit of a largely deployed technology and reach acceptable costs. Ethernet offers large bandwidth,
but suffers from indeterminism (in particular, the well known random backoff algorithm involved in collision). In AFDX, each end-system is connected to
a switch with full-duplex links: there is no more collision, and indeterminism
comes only from waiting time in switch shared queues. To get guarantees on this
shared network, incoming flows must respect some traffic contract. In AFDX,
this contract is a Virtual Link (VL). Each VL is a static multicast mono-source
route in the net (a tree), with a priority level, and three parameters related to

bandwidth: a minimal frame size, a maximal frame size, and a Bandwidth Allocation Gap (BAG) which is the minimum time between two frame emissions by
the source.
A typical AFDX network could have a dozen of switches, hundred of connected equipments, thousand of VL, and a total incoming throughput between
150Mb/s and 200Mb/s. Given an AFDX configuration, it is possible to compute
upper bounds on delays and buffer sizes (see for instance [25, 26]), however there
are still some challenges left:
– more accurate temporal verification that enables to obtain the same guarantees on performance with less embedded switches,
– automatic configuration design.
4.2

SpaceWire

The purpose of the SpaceWire standard [4] is:
– to facilitate the construction of high-performance onboard data-handling
systems,
– to help reduce system integration costs,
– to promote compatibility between data-handling equipment and sub-systems,
– to encourage re-use of data handling equipment across several different missions.
The SpaceWire network enhances the communication capabilities, but induces
more complexity in the traffic management, so requiring enhancement of classical
methods of validation. In addition, high speed network (for command/control
data) is a new field of embedded designs for Space. Traffic complexity increases
is due to (i) the presence of routers and switch matrices (presence of multiple
application data and sources, wormhole routing); (ii) the overheads introduced
by multiple layered protocols; (iii) the SpaceWire standard features (various and
high data rates, no bus controller, arbitration within routers, non predictable
dispersion in delays, links shared by different data flows...). The new challenges
for SpaceWire adoption are about:
– Defining adequate network topology (no bottleneck, redundancy),
– Consolidating communication designs and performances (latency delays),
– Sizing local resources (temporary storage).
Thales Alenia Space provides, as case study, a long-term horizon architecture
based on a single and common SpaceWire network for the transport of command/control and mission (science, observation) data. It consists of 14 nodes (9
instruments and 5 platform equipments) and 4 routers. The Figure 1 shows an
overview of the architecture. It deals with 39 data flows (9 mission flows and 30
control/command flows). Flows are asynchronous and follows a known policy for
production / consumption of data.

 







 






















 


 
 

Fig. 1. SpaceWire architecture.

4.3

Network on Chip

Integration is a multi-level concern in embedded systems. Shared network is
now the current solution on embedded chips, either as interconnecting different
devices on a single chip (system on chip - SoC) or replacing the bus on multicore CPU. To compute the worst case execution time (WCET) of code on such
hardware, the delay introduced by this internal communication medium must
be taken into account. But current trend in chips is to increase performances
and reduce predictability. In critical system, it makes no sense to have a chip
with high mean performances if the worst case cannot be reasonably bounded.
This case study is the most prospective one of the project: several hard issues
have been identified. To begin, there are a lot of routing technologies in NoC,
and some could be easier to verify than other with network calculus. A first
issue is to choose and/or define a manageable NoC. Second main issue is the
characterization of the data flow exchanged by the different components in order
to help the mapping of the application (Design Space Exploration)

5

Some theoretical improvements

The first months of the project have been spent to clarify the relationships
between the main variants of envelope-based models, like the Real-Time Calculus [18], variable capacity nodes, strict service and minimum service [27]. Some
restrictions on strict priority (SP) residual service have also been lifted. Tight
bounds have been obtained for the FIFO policy [28, 29] with results on the complexity of computing these bounds [29].

5.1

Model hierarchy

Considering that it exists four main notions of service: RTC, variable capacity
nodes, strict service and minimum service, the question of their relationship
naturally arises.
When looking deeply at definition, it also appears that the notion of strict
service curve can have two interpretations, one weak and one strict one.
It has been shown in [27, 30] that these notions forms a strict hierarchy,
with equality between notion depending on the kind of curves considered. Some
monotony results have been also found for each model, allowing to obtain, in
most cases, a canonical version of each service curve.
5.2

Strict priority residual services

When several flows share a network element, one may be interested by the service
offered to each one (depending on the service policy and the others flows) which
is called the “residual service”.
This residual service is often assumed to have a wide-sense increasing curve,
restricting the kind of usable curves. This restriction has been lifted in [27], and
the links with strict service curve has been made explicit.
5.3

Tight results under blind policy

Network calculus, in general, computes pessimistic bounds. One challenge is to
get tight bounds, i.e. bounds that could be reached. It is well known that bound
are tight for a single server [1, Th 1.4.4]. There also are results for FIFO policy
in some specific topologies [31].
[28, 29] describe the first algorithm which computes the maximum end-toend delay for a given flow, as well as the maximum backlog at a server, for any
feed-forward network topology under blind multiplexing, with concave arrival
curves and convex service curves.
5.4

Complexity problem

The computational complexity of the approach in [28, 29] is high, probably supraexponential. The intrinsic complexity of computing an exact bound have been
studied on a specific topology: it is NP-hard [29] (by equivalence with X3C problem, using only two-slopes piecewise linear functions). This complexity suggests
that only approximated methods are suited to analyse large systems.

6

Tool support

The complexity of the targeted systems and of the verification methods imposes the usage of a software tool. But the development of a software tool that

implements new mathematical methods and that satisfies the practicability requirements of an industrial context requires preliminary exploratory work and
proofs of feasibility. Furthermore, researchers need tools that allow them to evaluate the relevance of the theoretical findings through concrete computations on
industrial case-studies. For this reason, a prototype is being developed during
the project and it is expected to facilitate a rapid transfer of the outcomes of
the project to the industry.
6.1

Requirements on the tool

The practicability of such a tool in an industrial context depends on several
aspects:
– acceptance by the certification authorities,
– contained computation time to obtain the results,
– domain-specific support for creating system descriptions that helps to avoid
modeling errors,
– ease of understanding and visualization of the analysis and optimization
result.
The usefulness of such a tool in an academic context depends on two main
aspects:
– as general as possible models – even if to the detriment of raw performance,
– extendibility that enables exploratory work.
6.2

Design considerations

Network Calculus uses (min,+)-algebra operations whose complexity is strongly
dependent on the considered class of arrival and service curves. The more specific the class of curves are (sufficient for industrial applications), the lower the
complexity and the more general the class of curves (needed for research), the
higher complexity. In order to solve these and other contradictory requirements
between industrial and academic usage, the prototype has been structured into
several distinct components (see Figure 2), with several different implementations in some cases.
6.3

Implementation

Java has been chosen as programming language for its lower risk for programming errors and because of its link with the Eclipse framework that will be
used for the graphical editor. Furthermore continuous integration with frequent
releases is performed in order to get rapid feedback from the academic and industrial partners. At the time of writing, the (min,plus) library and the (min,plus)
interpreter are fully operational and validated, the network representation (data
model) is done and the network calculus core routines are being developed.

Fig. 2. Components of the prototype (UML notations).

6.4

Tool validation

Given the safety requirements of the application domain, a particular effort is
put on the validation of the code:
– Numerous unit tests of the different components of the tools with the mandatory objective of 100% of source code coverage,
– Static analysis of the code with the tool SONAR,
– Extensive automated comparison tests with the Network Calculus tool NCmaude [32].

7

Conclusion

The PEGASE project has been submitted in 2009 to the French call ARPEGE
from the ANR (National Research Agency) and it has been selected for funding.
The project has started in October 2009 for a duration of 36 months. News from
the project, and some of its outcomes, can be found on the project WEB page
[33].
The first year of the project already produced some theoretical results (section 5) and the first part of the tool: a (min,+) interpreter (section 6)7 . These preliminary theoretical results suggest that exact temporal verification techniques
will not probably be suited to large scale systems such as avionics ones. The
complexity threshold from which approximate techniques are required remains
to be more precisely identified. One of the main ongoing objective is to come up
with sound approximation techniques, whose accuracy ideally could be chosen
by the user.
7
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